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Before Papers Come Paragraphs				
Lesson 4, Part 1 Worksheet



  The Denim Beret
  Writing Program    

									NAME:_____________                          
  		    				DATE:______________ 		
Directions:  Answer the questions in the spaces provided. Please use dark blue, green, or purple for your answers. Write in complete sentences, and add lines as needed. 
Please use dark blue, green, or purple for your answers.

Goal-making
Before you begin your deep dive into the art and craft of writing, I would like you to take a few minutes to determine your ultimate writing goals. Of course, in general you’ll want to have become a much better writer, but think more specifically than that. Use both your and my lists to examine your current skills and the growth you hope to achieve. 
	Print the lesson or turn on your PDF highlighting feature. Then highlight in pink your top three strengths.  As you study writing, try to play to these strengths and continue to develop them. Write your greatest strengths here. If your strengths are not on the lists, you can still include them:


	


b)

c)

	Highlight in blue your top three weaknesses. Alternatively, if they are different, you may highlight the top three weaknesses you would most like to improve:


a)

b)

c)


	Study your lists. Then decide on two specific writing goals you would like to reach by the end of this course. Use complete sentences.  


GOAL #1:

GOAL #2:

NOTE:  You may want to copy these goals in your writing notebook, perhaps in a place you will revisit often (such as the first page).  Remember that these are goals to work toward and that learning to write well is like a slow climb up a ladder.  They can be accomplished only rung by rung and with lots of patience and practice.  Keep your eyes on your goals.  You’ll get there!

